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ABSTRACT: Organic thin-ﬁlms on gold were prepared from a
set of new, custom-designed bidentate alkanethiols possessing a
mixture of normal alkane and methoxy-terminated tri(ethylene
glycol) chains. The new unsymmetrical spiroalkanedithiol
adsorbates were of the form [CH3O(CH2CH2O)3(CH2)5]−
[CH3(CH2)n+1]C[CH2SH]2 where n = 3 and 14; designated
EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18, respectively. Their corresponding
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold were characterized
and compared with monothiol SAMs derived from an analogous
normal alkanethiol (C18SH) and an alkanethiol terminated with
an oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) moiety (i.e., EG3C7SH). Ellipsometric data revealed reduced ﬁlm thicknesses for the doublechained dithiolate SAMs, which perhaps arose from the phase-incompatible merger of a hydrocarbon chain with an OEG moiety,
contributing to disorder in the ﬁlms and/or an increase in chain tilt. The comparable wettabilities of the SAMs derived from
EG3C7SH and EG3C7−C7, using water as the contacting liquid, are consistent with exposure of the OEG moieties at both
interfaces, whereas the lower wettability of the SAM derived from EG3C7−C18 is consistent with exposure of hydrocarbon
chains at the interface. The data collected by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy conﬁrmed the formation of the new OEGterminated dithiolate SAMs, and also revealed them as less densely packed monolayers due in part to the large molecular cross
section of the OEG moieties and to their double-chained structure with dual surface bonds. Mixed SAMs formed from pairs of
monothiols having chain compositions analogous to those of the chains of the new dithiols showed that an EG3C7SH/
heptanethiol-mixed SAM and the EG3C7−C7 SAM produced almost identical characterization data, revealing the favorable ﬁlm
formation dynamics for adsorbate structures where the alkyl chains can assemble beneath the phase-incompatible OEG termini.
For the mixed SAM formed from EG3C7SH/C18SH, the data indicate that the EG3C7SH component failed to incorporate in
the ﬁlm, demonstrating that the blending of phase-incompatible chains is sometimes best accomplished when both chains exist
on a single adsorbate structure. Furthermore, the results of solution-phase thermal desorption tests revealed that the OEGterminated ﬁlms generated from the bidentate EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18 adsorbates exhibit enhanced thermal stability
when compared to the ﬁlm generated from monodentate EG3C7SH. In a brief study of protein adsorption, the multicomponent
SAMs showed a greater ability to resist the adsorption of ﬁbrinogen on their surfaces when compared to the SAM derived from
C18SH, but not better than the monolayer derived from EG3C7SH.

■

INTRODUCTION

glycol) (OEG) moieties (2−6 monomer units) have also
proven eﬀective.11−14 Additionally, the surfaces of polymers are
typically rough and nonuniform, making it diﬃcult to obtain
accurate and reproducible characterization data.15 Therefore,
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of OEG-terminated alkanethiols on gold have been widely used as model surfaces
because well-deﬁned organic ﬁlms are formed that can be
accurately and reproducibly characterized.16−23 Also, these
surfaces can be tailored by modifying the termini of the chains

Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), which is also frequently referred
to as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), stands as an important
polymer for use in many clinical and biological applications.1
PEGylated surfaces have been recognized for their outstanding
protein-resistant properties and used as surface coatings to
impart resistance to the adsorption of proteins and other
macromolecules.1−4 These features are important in technologies that involve interfacial contact between biological
environments and elements such as biosensors,5,6 biomolecular
devices,7,8 and model membranes.9,10 Importantly, protein
resistance does not require the use of high molecular weight
PEG polymers; namely, surfaces presenting oligo(ethylene
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through organic synthesis, and gold is a practical substrate for
biological applications due to its high biocompatibility.16
Tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated alkanethiols on gold, in
particular, have been employed in protein-resistance studies.13,17,18 A report by Prime and Whitesides in 1993 revealed
that the OEG chains with methoxy- and hydroxyl-termination
showed similar protein resistance.13 Therefore, a hydrophilic
hydroxyl-terminated interface is unnecessary to prevent protein
deposition on the surface. However, a single-point attachment
between the alkanethiol adsorbates and the gold substrates
introduces some limitations in the use of the resulting
monolayer ﬁlms when ﬁlm stability is a major concern. For
example, SAMs derived from normal alkanethiols readily
decompose at elevated temperatures (∼70 °C).19 To enhance
ﬁlm stability, the idea of creating multiple-point attachments
between each individual surfactant and the metallic substrate
has been examined.24−31 Such structures exhibit an entropydriven “chelate eﬀect” that leads to an enhanced stability for the
monolayer ﬁlm, similar to inorganic metal−ligand complexes.29
Additionally, chelating or “bidentate” dithiols oﬀer greater
ﬂexibility in the development of ﬁlm composition than
monothiols because the enhanced adsorbate stability allows
for the incorporation of two diﬀerent terminal components into
the same adsorbate,30,31 allowing the generation of homogeneously mixed multicomponent surfaces.30
The issue of homogeneous mixing is a phenomenon often
overlooked in mixed monolayer systems, where chains
comprised of diﬀerent species spontaneously undergo phase
separation to yield surfaces with single-component domains
(e.g., patches, stripes, or other patterns).32−35 Our group is
interested in studying the behavior and properties of surfaces
where such phase separation is restricted or even eliminated,
aﬀording interfaces that are comprised of chemically disparate
species that are held in close proximity while preferring to be
apart. We call these systems “conﬂicted interfaces”, and given
that nature is replete with examples of heterogeneous organic
interfaces (e.g., the surfaces of proteins and cells), we wish to
undertake an investigation of complementary but well-deﬁned
unnatural systems starting with fundamental components of
common organic thin-ﬁlms, such as hydrocarbon and ethylene
glycol moieties. Furthermore, ethylene glycol units are
commonly found in organic thin ﬁlms due to their adhesion
resistance toward biological matter (e.g., proteins and cells),1−4
which renders them useful in applications such as cell
patterning, bioconjugation, and biosensing.5−7,21
To this end, we examine in the present study two new
bidentate adsorbates possessing mixed-chain character that are
based upon a combination of normal alkane and methoxyterminated tri(ethylene glyc ol) chains: [C H 3 O(CH2CH2O)3(CH2)5][CH3(CH2)n+1]C[CH2SH]2 (where n =
3, 14; identiﬁed as EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18, respectively), as shown in Figure 1. The terminal methoxy group for
the OEG chains was chosen due to the ease of its incorporation
during synthesis and the fact that it eliminates any
complications associated with hydrogen bonds between chains
that might occur with a hydroxyl group at the chain termini.
These SAMs were prepared and characterized alongside SAMs
formed from an analogous OEG-terminated monoalkanethiol
and a normal alkanethiol, each with an equivalent number of
carbon atoms as compared to the respective longest chain of
the two dithiols. The monothiol adsorbates were noctadecanethiol (C18SH) and methoxy-terminated tri(ethylene
glycol) heptanethiol (EG3C7SH), each possessing 18 atoms in

Figure 1. Molecular structures of the unsymmetrical oligo(ethylene
glycol) spiroalkanedithiols, EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18, and the
corresponding monothiols, EG3C7SH and C18SH.

the backbones of their chains, if one includes both carbon and
oxygen in that count (see Figure 1). For this report, the ﬁlms
were characterized using the instrumental methods of
ellipsometry, contact angle goniometry, polarization modulation infrared reﬂection−absorption spectroscopy (PMIRRAS), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), along
with a protein-adsorption study that provides perspective
regarding the antiadhesive properties of these ﬁlms toward such
biomolecules.

■

EXPRIMENTAL SECTION

Nomenclature. The abbreviations, associated names, and
molecular formulas for the OEG-incorporating thiol adsorbates
are EG3C7SH for 2,5,8,11-tetraoxaoctadecane-18-thiol
(CH 3 O(CH 2 CH 2 O) 3 (CH 2 ) 7 SH); EG3C7−C7 for 2(2,5,8,11-tetraoxahexadecan-16-yl)-2-pentylpropane-1,3-dithiol
([CH3O(CH2CH2O)3(CH2)5][CH3(CH2)4]C[CH2SH]2); and
EG3C7−C18 for 2-(2,5,8,11-tetraoxahexadecan-16-yl)-2-hexadecylpropane-1,3-dithiol ([CH 3 O(CH 2 CH 2 O) 3 (CH 2 ) 5 ][CH3(CH2)15]C[CH2SH]2). For all of the adsorbate abbreviations, the letters indicate the chemical composition of the
adsorbate: EG denotes the ethylene glycol unit (CH2CH2O), C
denotes the methyl and methylene moieties (CH3 and CH2)
within the hydrocarbon chain, SH denotes a monothiol
structure, and ″−″ separates the chain abbreviations that
compose the double-chained dithiol structure. The number
following either C or EG indicates the number of each unit
along the chain backbone (i.e., the number of each structural
type between the sulfur headgroup and the terminus of the
chain). In the case of a double-chained dithiol structure, a
quaternary branch point carbon is counted as a methylene unit.
Complete details regarding the materials, procedures, and
instrumentation used to conduct the research reported herein
are provided in the Supporting Information, including the 1H
and 13C NMR spectra for 2-(2,5,8,11-tetraoxahexadecan-16-yl)2-pentylpropane-1,3-dithiol (EG3C7−C7) and 2-(2,5,8,11tetraoxahexadecan-16-yl)-2-hexadecylpropane-1,3-dithiol
(EG3C7−C18) (please see Figures S1−S4).
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Figure 2. Thicknesses of the ﬁlms generated from each adsorbate solution at room temperature (23 °C) and an elevated temperature (50 °C). The
SAMs formed from C18SH and EG3C7SH were incubated only at room temperature (23 °C). Values were reproducible to ±2 Å.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I. Characterization of OEG-Terminated SAMs on
Evaporated Gold Surfaces. The solvents we chose to use
as the equilibrating solvents to generate the new SAMs include
tetrahydrofuran (THF), dimethylformamide (DMF), and
ethanol. These choices are based on previous literature reports
describing the formation of OEG- and PEG-terminated
SAMs.17,36,37 A longer adsorption time (48 h) than the usual
time used for developing normal alkanethiols (24 h) is typically
needed to generate SAMs having maximum coverage and
conformational order from the dithiol-based adsorbates.30
Stability studies of bidentate alkanedithiol SAMs indicate that
the SAMs generated at 50 °C can resist desorption better than
those generated under ambient conditions, leading to more
thermally robust ﬁlms.27 Therefore, we also explored the
formation of the OEG-terminated dithiolate ﬁlms at room
temperature (23 °C) and at an elevated temperature (50 °C) to
evaluate whether a higher temperature would lead to enhanced
ﬁlm formation.
Thicknesses of the Films. Ellipsometry is used as a
preliminary test to conﬁrm SAM formation from the studied
adsorbates. The divergence in thin-ﬁlm characteristics for the
two types of adsorbate chains is readily observed in the
ellipsometric data generated from the monothiolate SAMs.
Notably, well-formed n-alkanethiolate monolayers exhibit a
linear alignment for the alkyl chains (i.e., all trans-extended),38
while a similarly fully formed OEG-terminated thin ﬁlm often
exhibits chain termini that are subject to coiling,17,36 which can
lead to a reduction in the ﬁlm thickness relative to an nalkanethiolate SAM (vide inf ra). Table S1 in the Supporting
Information provides detailed ellipsometric thickness data for
the SAMs on gold derived from the OEG-terminated
alkanedithiols as well as the thicknesses of the SAMs derived
from the monothiols. To assist in the comparison of the data,
we plotted the data in Figure 2. The average thickness
measurement from the C18SH SAMs is in line with previously
reported values, reﬂecting the trans-extended conformation of
the carbon backbone with a tilt angle of ∼30° from the surface
normal.38 In the case of the EG3C7SH SAMs, the thicknesses
of the monolayers derived from all three solvents were
comparable, indicating similar structures for these ﬁlms despite
the diﬀerent equilibrating solvents. The structure of the OEGterminated alkanethiolate SAMs on gold has been probed by
Fourier transform infrared reﬂection−absorption spectroscopy
(FT-IRRAS) in the work reported by Harder et al.17 These
authors concluded that the OEG moieties adopt helical
conformations with the OEG segment oriented nearly

perpendicular to the surface, positioned on top of the
underlying trans-extended alkyl chain, which is tilted ∼30°
from the surface normal. This structural arrangement produces
incremental thicknesses of 1.10 and 2.78 Å per methylene unit
and EG unit (−OCH2CH2−), respectively.17 According to the
proposed conformation, we were able to predict the thickness
of the EG3C7SH ﬁlm to be ∼17 Å,36,39 which compares well
with the data provided in Table S1, and within the experimental
uncertainty of the ellipsometric measurements (±2 Å).
Regarding the double-chained dithiolate SAMs formed at
room temperature, the EG3C7−C18 and EG3C7−C7 SAMs
had lower ﬁlm thicknesses as compared to the corresponding
EG3C7SH SAM. These results probably correlate with the
diﬀerences in ﬁlm structure and/or chain orientation for each
adsorbate. Due to the unfavorable interactions between the
hydrocarbon (C18−, hydrophobic) and OEG-terminated alkyl
(EG3C7−, hydrophilic) components in the EG3C7−C18
SAM, it is possible that there is considerable chain disorder in
this ﬁlm, which likely reduces adsorbate packing and might give
rise to a general increase in the chain tilt from the surface
normal for the individual chains as compared to the C18SH
and EG3C7SH analogues, thus contributing to the formation
of a thinner ﬁlm. As for EG3C7−C7, where the hydrocarbon
component (C7−) possesses an equivalent number of
hydrocarbon units (methyl/methylene) as the underlying
alkyl part of the OEG-terminated component, both alkyl
chain segments plausibly lie underneath the OEG moieties.
Based on the Harder et al. model, the OEG portion has a large
molecular cross section of 21.3 Å2 and would be accommodated
on top of a typical hydrocarbon layer, with a packing density of
21.4 Å2/thiolate.17 The additional hydrocarbon chain underneath the OEG moieties probably provides a signiﬁcant
contribution to the decreased OEG-chain density on the
surface, leading to an increase in chain tilt to enhance their
lateral interactions, and giving rise to the observed low ﬁlm
thickness.
When the equilibrating temperature was increased, the ﬁlm
thicknesses of the double-chained dithiol SAMs decreased, as
shown in Figure 2. This phenomenon might be attributed to
the formation of more disordered, loosely packed SAMs with
an increased chain tilt in the structure. The thicknesses
obtained from SAMs generated from each solvent were similar,
indicating minimal solvent impact. However, the EG3C7−C7
SAM derived from DMF was exceptionally thin and probably
corresponded to a poorly formed and highly disordered ﬁlm.
We also determined the thicknesses of the ﬁlms by evaluating
the intensities of the C 1s and Au 4f peaks in the X-ray
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Figure 3. Advancing contact angle (θa) data for water on the ﬁlms generated from each adsorbate under designated conditions: C18SH, EtOH,
room temperature; EG3C7SH, EtOH/DMF/THF, room temperature; EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18, EtOH/DMF/THF, room temperature (23
°C) and at an elevated temperature (50 °C). Values were reproducible to ±2°.

measurements and suggest that the ﬁlms generated at a higher
temperature were more disordered and less densely packed,
which allowed for more oxygen atoms to be exposed at the
surface, leading to enhanced ﬁlm wettabilities. The van der
Waals forces between the metallic substrates and the liquids
probably also leads to reduced contact angle values for these
thin ﬁlms.42
Characterization Using PM-IRRAS. The surface IR spectra
in the C−H stretching region for the EG3C7SH SAMs on gold
are provided in Figure 4. The position of the antisymmetric

photoelectron spectra. Detailed procedures for these calculations and the corresponding results are described in the
Supporting Information (see Table S2). Importantly, the
calculated ﬁlm thicknesses agree well with the ellipsometric
ﬁlm thicknesses (i.e., within ±2 Å).
Wettabilities of the Films. The advancing contact angles on
the surfaces of the SAMs generated from each adsorbate were
collected using water and hexadecane as probe liquids.
However, only water gave measurable contact angle values for
the OEG-terminated SAMs generated from both monothiol
and dithiol adsorbates; therefore, only the advancing contact
angle data (θa) for water are shown in Figure 3. The average
contact angle for water obtained from the EG3C7SH SAM was
consistent with the value obtained in a previous study of the
methoxy-terminated tri(ethylene glycol) end group (i.e., 63° ±
2°).17 These data indicate that the OEG-terminated SAMs are
considerably less hydrophobic (i.e., lower θa) than the
corresponding hydrocarbon SAM. The exposure of the glycol
units at the outer surface allows the ether oxygen atoms to be
accessible to water (i.e., increased interaction via hydrogen
bonds)40 and thus creates hydrophilic surfaces with low water
contact angles.
Examining the data for the double-chained dithiol SAMs, the
EG3C7−C18 SAM was less wettable than EG3C7SH SAM
due to the exposure of hydrocarbon units in combination with
the glycol units at the interface. On the other hand, the contact
angle of water on the EG3C7−C7 SAM was similar to that on
the EG3C7SH SAM, which would correspond to the exposure
of only glycol units at the interfaces, regardless of the
orientation of the glycol units (i.e., chain tilt), according to
the thickness data obtained for these ﬁlms. However, we must
note that a decrease in the SAM thickness can be accompanied
by an increase in the surface energy due to an increase in the
inﬂuence of the van der Waals forces of the underlying gold.41
Therefore, a small contact angle might be obtained for a thin
ﬁlm that reﬂects the underlying attractive interactions (e.g., van
der Waals forces) between the metallic substrates and the
liquids (through the SAMs), leading to a signiﬁcant impact on
the measured contact angles.42 This phenomenon perhaps
contributes to the similarity in the measured contact angles for
water on the EG3C7−C7 SAMs generated from DMF as
compared to those formed with other solvents, despite the
diﬀerences in ﬁlm thicknesses and/or ﬁlm structures.
When the dithiol ﬁlms were equilibrated during monolayer
formation at an elevated temperature, the wettabilities
increased. These data are consistent with the thickness

Figure 4. PM-IRRAS of the EG3C7SH SAMs generated from EtOH,
DMF, or THF at room temperature (23 °C) as compared to the
spectrum of the C18SH SAM.

(νasCH2) and symmetric (νsCH2) methylene C−H stretching
bands at 2918 and 2849 cm−1, respectively, are the same as
those found for conformationally ordered n-alkanethiolate
SAMs on gold,43−45 but we caution that the broadness of the
peaks observed in Figure 4 allows us to draw no conclusions
regarding the chain conformations in the EG3C7SH SAMs.
Table 1 shows the assignments of each of the IR bands
associated with the ethylene glycol (EG) moieties observed in
crystalline PEG, amorphous PEG, and OEG-terminated
surfaces, data that have been previously reported.17,36 The
methyl C−H stretching bands (νasCH3 at 2964 cm−1; νsCH3 at
2878 cm−1) and the associated Fermi resonance band (2938
cm−1)43 typically found for the termini of alkyl chains are
absent from the spectra. Instead, the methyl C−H stretching
bands generally associated with such glycol moieties are present
at 2983 and 2822 cm−1, suggesting the existence of terminal
methoxy groups on the surfaces. Two bands at 2893 and 2861
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Figure 5A shows the PM-IRRAS spectra of the EG3C7−C7
SAMs generated under a variety of conditions. These spectra
are comparable to those of EG3C7SH shown in Figure 4,
indicating the presence of an underlying alkyl segment and an
OEG terminus. The inclusion of a hydrocarbon chain in the
double-chained structure of this adsorbate contributed to the
additional bands at 2962 and 2876 cm−1 for the methyl C−H
stretching vibrations and an enhancement in the νasCH2 band
(2918 cm−1) intensity; however, the further broadening of this
band due to overlap with the peak associated with νasCH2 of the
OEG ethylene moieties prohibits our use these spectra to
discern the conformational ordering of the alkyl chains within
the EG3C7−C7 ﬁlms.46 By contrast, the IR spectra of the
EG3C7−C18 SAMs provided in Figure 5B show that the band
positions of the methylene C−H stretching vibrations were
shifted to higher wavenumbers (2926 and 2858 cm−1 for νasCH2
and νsCH2, respectively), consistent with the presence of liquidlike conformations for the hydrocarbon chains owing to the
strong inﬂuence of the OEG moieties upon the ordering of
these chains.45 Other peak assignments within the C−H
stretching region of the IR spectra for the OEG moieties
proved ambiguous due to an overlap of the glycol bands with
the intense CH2 stretching bands.
Characterization Using XPS. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a spectroscopic technique used to determine the
elemental composition of materials, including organic thin
ﬁlms.47,48 In the X-ray photoelectron spectra, the displayed
binding energy (BE) of each elemental component depends in
part upon the electron density of a particular atom and is
sensitive to its oxidation state and its interactions with the
surrounding atoms. In the case of multidentate alkanethiolate

Table 1. Assignment of the Peaks in the IR Spectral Region
Associated with the C−H Stretching Vibrations for the
Ethylene Glycol Units (−OCH2CH2−)
mode
EG
EG
EG
EG

CH3
CH3
CH2
CH2

asym
sym
asym
sym

EG
combination
alkyl CH2
asym
alkyl CH2 sym

polarizationa

⊥
||
⊥
||
||

PEG,
crystalline

2950
2890
2885
2865
2740

PEG,
amorphous

2930
2865

2740

EG3-OMe/
Aub
2982
2819
2930
2894
2870
2861
2740
2919
2853

a

Transition dipole moment with respect to the helical axis in
crystalline PEG. bPreviously reported OEG-terminated alkanethiolate
SAM on gold.17

cm−1 can be assigned to the symmetric methylene C−H
stretching modes of the crystalline helical OEG moieties.
Another methylene C−H stretching band at 2870 cm−1 with a
shoulder at 2930 cm−1, characteristic for gauche conformations,
is also shown in the spectra. As a result, we conclude that the
molecular conformation of the OEG moieties in the EG3C7SH
SAMs conform with that of crystalline helices coexisting with
amorphous conformers.17,36 The helical structure is a key factor
in the protein resistance of this hydrophilic ﬁlm, an aspect of
this study that is discussed in a later section.

Figure 5. PM-IRRAS spectra for SAMs formed from (A) EG3C7−C7 and (B) EG3C7−C18 generated from EtOH, DMF, or THF at room
temperature (23 °C) and an elevated temperature (50 °C).
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character of the resultant SAMs (Figure 6A). Additionally, the
absence of peaks at 166 eV and above indicates that there were
no oxidized sulfur species in any of the ﬁlms. Furthermore, the
percentages of bound thiolate were evaluated by deconvolution
of the peaks in the S 2p region of the X-ray photoelectron
spectra (see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). The
percentages of bound thiolate for EG3C7−C18, EG3C7−C18,
EG3C7SH, and C18SH in EtOH at room temperature (23 °C)
were 92, 89, 98, and 100%, respectively.
Figure 6B shows the C 1s photoelectron peaks obtained for
each SAM. In the case of normal alkanethiolate SAMs, the C 1s
BE peak centers at 285.0 eV and is attributed to the carbon
atoms within the hydrocarbon backbone.19,50 For all the OEGterminated thiols, the comparable C 1s BE peaks (i.e., those
associated with the underlying methylene chain) were shifted to
lower binding energies at ∼284.5 eV. Several studies have
demonstrated the sensitivity of the binding energy of the C 1s
peak to changes in the relative coverage (i.e., packing density)
of adsorbates on the substrate; the explanation frequently
oﬀered for these shifts is that an electron emission from a
loosely packed surface, which acts as a poor insulator, produces
positive charges that are more readily discharged, which can
cause the C 1s peak to shift to a lower binding energy.19,50−54
Accordingly, we can see that the OEG moieties incorporated in
the monolayers contributed to a decrease in hydrocarbon chain
density, causing the formation of a less densely packed SAM as
compared to the normal alkanethiolate ﬁlm. The C 1s peak
observed at approximately 286.6 eV represents the ejection of
the photoelectrons from the ether carbon atoms (C−O−C) of
the glycol unit, where carbon atoms are directly attached to the
more electronegative oxygen atom, making these carbon atoms
electron deﬁcient, giving rise to an increase in the C 1s binding
energy.47,55 The diﬀerences in the relative intensities of the C−
O−C/CH2 C 1s peaks among the EG3C7SH, EG3C7−C7,
and EG3C7−C18 spectra correspond to the molecular
composition of each ﬁlm (i.e., the number of carbons in the
methylene chain segments vs those in the glycol units), and to
the relative position of these moieties within the ﬁlm (i.e., the
inﬂuence of attenuation).
Additional evidence supporting the presence of the glycol
group within the SAM assembly can be observed in the XPS
spectral region containing the O 1s peak, as shown in Figure
6C. This peak, which is representative of glycol oxygen, is
centered at ∼532.8 eV for the EG3C7SH ﬁlm.56 For the O 1s
peaks observed in the dithiolate SAMs, ∼532.4 eV for the
EG3C7−C7 SAMs and ∼532.6 eV for the EG3C7−C18
SAMs, the shifts to lower BEs occurred as the relative
concentration of the OEG phase, as compared to the
hydrocarbon phase, decreased (i.e., having additional hydrocarbon chain in the structure as compared to the EG3C7SH
SAM). The observed shifts appear to correlate with the OEG
chain densities in the monolayers when the ﬁlms composed of
the double-chained structure are loosely packed, as judged by
the positions of the C 1s (C−O−C) peaks mentioned above,
and probably indicate a decrease in terminal OEG chain
densities on the surfaces. The X-ray photoelectron spectra for
the EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18 monolayers prepared under
other conditions were also collected (data not shown) and
showed similar spectral components to those of the SAMs
derived from EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18 in Figure 6. These
data, therefore, provided no additional insight regarding the
structure and/or packing of the SAMs formed under the
various conditions.

SAMs on gold, the BEs of the S 2p peaks (a doublet comprised
of S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 in a 2:1 area ratio with a splitting of 1.2
eV) can be used to determine the nature of the bonding of the
adsorbate to the surface.48 For the S 2p3/2 peak for unbound
thiols or disulﬁdes, the BE peak will appear at ∼163.5−164 eV,
whereas the BE of the thiolate species bonded on gold appears
at ∼162 eV. If the sulfur atoms are in highly oxidized states, the
S 2p3/2 peak will exhibit at a BE greater than 166 eV.49
The X-ray photoelectron spectra of SAMs generated from
EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18 in Figure 6 conﬁrm the
presence of sulfur, carbon, and oxygen atoms, as expected.
Further, the S 2p spectra of the EG3C7−C7, and EG3C7−C18
SAMs exhibit only a doublet where the S 2p3/2 peak is located
at ∼162 eV, conﬁrming complete S−Au bond formation for
both sulfur headgroups in each adsorbate and the chelating

Figure 6. High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of the (A) S 2p,
(B) C 1s, and (C) O 1s regions of the EG3C7−C18, EG3C7−C7,
EG3C7SH, and C18SH SAMs generated from EtOH at room
temperature (23 °C).
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Table 2. Comparison of the Ellipsometric Film Thicknesses, the XPS-Derived Carbon-to-Gold (C/Au), Oxygen-to-Gold (O/
Au), and Sulfur-to-Gold (S/Au) Ratios, the Relative Chain Packing Densities, and Contact Angle Measurements for Films
Generated from C7SH, C18SH, EG3C7SH, EG3C7SH/C7SH, EG3C7−C7, EG3C7SH/C18SH, and EG3C7−C18 at Room
Temperature (23 °C) in EtOH
C/Au
O/Au
S/Au
relative chain packing densitya
ellipsometric ﬁlm thicknessb
contact angles of water (θa)b

C7SH

C18SH

EG3C7SH

EG3C7SH/C7SH

EG3C7−C7

EG3C7SH/C18SH

EG3C7−C18

0.0366
0.0000
0.0045
0.62
9Å
105°

0.1518
0.0000
0.0073
1.00
21 Å
115°

0.0717
0.0676
0.0064
0.88
15 Å
65°

0.0479
0.0171
0.0069
0.95
10 Å
71°

0.0506
0.0169
0.0068
0.93
10 Å
66°

0.1458
0.0000
0.0071
0.97
22 Å
110°

0.0811
0.0168
0.0063
0.86
11 Å
83°

The S/Au ratio for the C18SH SAM (0.0073) was used to produce relative chain packing densities for the ﬁlms, assuming the packing density of
the C18SH ﬁlm to be 100%. bEllipsometric thickness and contact angle measurement reproducibilities were within ±2 Å and ±2°, respectively.
These data are the average of multiple measurements, as further detailed in the Supporting Information, and were collected during examination of
the mixed-SAMs independently from the data collected and presented in Table S1, Figure 2, and Figure 3.
a

obtain these results, the question becomes what factors
contribute to the ordering of these SAMs with regard to the
relative chain packing densities? For the C18SH SAM, the
trans-extended alignment of the simple alkyl chains of this type
of assembly allows for the formation of a tightly packed ﬁlm,
leading it to possess the highest relative chain packing density
(1.00 for our relative chain packing density parameter). The
adsorbate structure of the EG3C7−C7 SAM (0.93) enables
these double-chained dithiols to pack with both C7 alkyl chain
segments assembling below the overlying OEG moieties;
therefore, the more bulky component of these adsorbates has
more space to form an organized assembly, providing a
rationale for this ﬁlm packing more eﬃciently than the
EG3C7SH SAM. By contrast, both the EG3C7SH (0.88)
and EG3C7−C18 (0.86) SAMs must adopt headgroup
bonding arrangements that allow suﬃcient space for the large
molecular cross section of the OEG moieties.
Notably, the chain coverage of the SAM derived from
EG3C7−C7 is slightly greater than that of the SAM derived
from EG3C7SH, yet the former gives rise to a markedly thinner
ﬁlm. We propose that this diﬀerence arises, at least in part, from
a relative absence of water in the EG3C7−C7 SAM compared
to that in the EG3C7SH SAM.17 A similar rationalization holds
for the longer-chain EG3C7−C18 SAM, where the observed
ﬁlm thickness is concomitantly diminished by its lower chain
packing density (i.e., only 86% for the EG3C7−C18 SAM).
II. Comparison between Unsymmetrical Oligo(ethylene glycol) Spiroalkanedithiolate-SAMs and
Mixed-SAMs Formed from Adsorbates with Equivalent
Chain Composition. The valuable role of tying the two
phase-incompatible chains into one adsorbate structure can
best be demonstrated by comparing the unsymmetrical
spiroalkanedithiolate SAMs (i.e., EG3C7−C18 and EG3C7−
C7) to ﬁlms formed from mixtures of adsorbates with chain
compositions equivalent to those found in the dithiolate ﬁlms
(i.e., EG3C7SH/C18SH and EG3C7SH/C7SH). For simplicity, we refer to the comparison of the SAM formed from the
dithiol EG3C7−C7 to the mixed SAM formed from the
monothiol adsorbate pair EG3C7SH/C7SH as the C7 ﬁlms,
while the SAM formed from the dithiol EG3C7−C18
compared to the mixed SAM formed from the monothiol
adsorbate pair EG3C7SH/C18SH encompass the C18 ﬁlms.
For this aspect of our report, we have relied upon ellipsometry,
contact angle goniometry, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to make determinations regarding how these two

One additional means of using XPS to analyze self-assembled
thin ﬁlms formed from thiolate adsorbates is to examine the S
2p/Au 4f ratios derived from the integrated areas under their
respective peaks in the X-ray photoelectron spectra. Table 2
provides these data along with the composite peak intensity
ratios for C 1s/Au 4f and O 1s/Au 4f for each of the SAMs
prepared for this study. Prior work involving monolayer ﬁlms
has demonstrated that such ratios can be useful in determining
the relative packing characteristics of the adsorbates on the
surface of gold.28 For our analysis of the SAMs, we used the S/
Au ratios to provide an understanding of the relative packing
densities of the alkyl/OEG chains, recognizing that there is an
equivalent number of overlying chains for each sulfur
headgroup in the adsorbates. Consideration must be given,
however, to factors that might skew the collected data, such as
the inﬂuence of the relative thicknesses of the ﬁlms, owing to
attenuation of the XPS signals. For our SAMs, the relatively
small signal for sulfur is likely impacted to a diﬀerent degree
than that of gold because the decay in the XPS signal is an
exponential function that depends on the overlying ﬁlm
thickness. For the four ﬁlms in question, C18SH, EG3C7SH,
EG3C7−C7, and EG3C7−C18, the average ﬁlm thicknesses
are 21, 15, 10, and 11 Å, respectively; consequently, it is
plausible that the diﬀerences in the thicknesses of the
monolayer chain assemblies might skew the collected S/Au
ratios, limiting their usefulness as a tool for comparison. To
investigate this concern, we collected S/Au ratios for a series of
alkanethiolate ﬁlms formed from C8SH, C10SH, C12SH,
C14SH, C16SH, and C18SH and compared these data with
those from other alkanethiolate SAMs obtained from several
recent publications (see Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). From our analysis of these data, we conclude
that, within the limited range of ﬁlm thicknesses examined in
Figure S5 (a range inclusive of the ﬁlm thicknesses found in this
study), the associated S/Au ratios for SAMs of similar packing
characteristics will either be statistically invariant or exhibit a
slight increase in value with increasing ﬁlm thickness.
Using the XPS S/Au ratio for the C18SH SAM to provide a
means of deﬁning a monolayer with 100% packing, we
produced a relative chain packing density parameter to enable
facile comparison of the data for our analysis of the monolayer
ﬁlms, as shown in Table 2. Based on the resulting values, the
general order for the relative chain packing densities for our
SAMs is as follows: C18SH > EG3C7−C7 > EG3C7SH ≅
EG3C7−C18. Since there appears to be no substantial
inﬂuence of the ﬁlm thicknesses skewing the data used to
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Figure 7. High-resolution XPS spectra of the (A) C 1s and (B) O 1s regions of the C7SH, C18SH, EG3C7SH, EG3C7SH/C7SH, EG3C7−C7,
EG3C7SH/C18SH, and EG3C7−C18 SAMs generated from EtOH at room temperature (23 °C).

divergence in the characteristics of the C7 ﬁlms and C18
ﬁlms. The data in Table 2 show that the EG3C7SH/C7SH
mixed SAM and the EG3C7−C7 dithiolate SAM produced
ﬁlms with similar chain packing characteristics, but to our
surprise, the mixed SAM yielded the higher relative chain
packing density (0.95 versus 0.93). This result might indicate
favorable ﬁlm formation dynamics associated with this pair of
adsorbates, where both structures allow the alkyl chain
segments to assemble under the overlying OEG termini.
These results are in stark contrast to those of the EG3C7SH/
C18SH mixed SAM and the EG3C7−C18 dithiolate SAM. For
the latter, the relative chain packing density of 0.86 indicates
that the packing of the thiolate headgroups is less than that for
all the other ﬁlms with OEG termini, as noted above in the
analysis of the relative packing characteristics of the ﬁlms
produced in this study. Yet for the EG3C7SH/C18SH mixed
SAM, the relative chain packing density is 0.97, a number that
aligns closely with that of the SAM formed from C18SH.
Further support for a conclusion that the mixed SAM formed
from the EG3C7SH/C18SH adsorbate pair has more in
common with the C18SH SAM can be found in the C/Au
ratios in Table 2, where the ratio for the C18SH SAM (0.1518)
is similar to that of the EG3C7SH/C18SH mixed SAM
(0.1458), but not that of the EG3C7−C18 dithiolate SAM
(0.0811), as can be observed in the spectra in Figure 7.
Additionally, the EG3C7SH/C18SH mixed SAM failed to
produce a measurable O/Au ratio, leaving in doubt whether
this particular SAM incorporates any measurable amount of the
EG3C7SH component. As for the EG3C7SH/C7SH mixed
SAM and the EG3C7−C7 dithiolate SAM, the C/Au ratios
(0.0479 and 0.0506, respectively) and the O/Au ratios (0.0171
and 0.0169, respectively) were similar, consistent with a model
in which the composition of these two ﬁlms are similar.
III. Thermal Stability of OEG-Terminated SAMs on
Evaporated Gold Surfaces. One of the beneﬁts frequently
associated with SAMs formed from bidentate adsorbates is a

approaches to mixed-ﬁlm assembly impact the properties of the
resulting ﬁlms.
Thicknesses of the Mixed Films. As shown in Table 2, the
C7 ﬁlms exhibited equivalent thicknesses of 10 Å each, while
the C18 ﬁlms were totally dissimilar: the EG3C7−C18
dithiolate SAM had a thickness of 11 Å, while the
EG3C7SH/C18SH SAM had a thickness of 22 Å. For the
latter, these results might indicate that the mixture of
adsorbates in the ﬁlm is dominated by the C18SH adsorbate,
whose single-component SAM exhibited a thickness of 21 Å.
Wettabilities of the Mixed Films. Regarding the wettability
of the SAMs using water as the contacting liquid, the C7 ﬁlms
again produced similar results, while the C18 ﬁlms were
dissimilar. For the EG3C7−C7 dithiolate SAM, the water
contact angle was 66°, while that for the analogous mixed SAM
was 71°. This diﬀerence in the measured contact angles might
indicate the contacting liquid is intercalating in the chains of the
EG3C7SH/C7SH mixed SAM more than in the chains of the
dithiolate SAM. Such a conclusion is plausible, particularly
considering that the contact angle for water on the SAM
formed from EG3C7SH is statistically the same as that on the
relatively well-packed EG3C7−C7 SAM (vide supra). Alternatively, the minor variance in the contact angle measurements
between the two C7 ﬁlms might reﬂect a failure for the binary
adsorbate system to produce monolayers in which the two
types of chains are intimately mixed, instead producing twodimensional structures where the two components form nanoor microscale domains. In contrast, for the C18 ﬁlms, the SAM
formed from the EG3C7SH/C18SH adsorbate pair produced
an average contact angle of 110°, almost equal to the 115° for
the C18SH SAM, while the EG3C7−C18 dithiolate SAM
generated an average measurement of 83°, a number that
appears to align with the anticipated blending of the two
component chains present in this monolayer.
Characterization of the Mixed Films Using XPS. The X-ray
photoelectron spectra provide further support for the
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derived from EG3C7−C18 compared to those derived from
EG3C7−C7 suggests that interchain van der Waals interactions
play an important role in stabilizing the EG3C7−C18 ﬁlms
relative the EG3C7−C7 ﬁlms.19
IV. Preliminary Studies of Protein Adsorption. To
perform our protein adsorption study, the new OEGterminated dithiolate SAMs were generated under various
conditions, along with monothiolate SAMs formed from a
normal alkanethiol and an OEG-terminated alkanethiol. Such
comparisons provide an opportunity to determine the relative
contribution to the thin-ﬁlm properties for the SAMs formed
from EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18 from the alkyl and OEG
components that correspond to the C18SH and EG3C7SH
adsorbates, respectively. This aspect of the analysis is
particularly important because of the diﬀerences in adhesive
character toward protein for the two types of monolayers;
OEG-terminated ﬁlms exhibit antiadhesive character while
hydrocarbon-terminated ﬁlms are more adhesive.22 In this brief
study, we examined the protein resistance of the new OEGterminated double-chained dithiolate SAMs using ﬁbrinogen as
a model protein. The amount of ﬁbrinogen adsorption from a
PBS buﬀer solution onto the monolayers was estimated by
ellipsometry, and the data are shown in Table 3. All data were

substantial improvement in the stability of the resulting
ﬁlms.27−29 To evaluate the thermal stability of the SAMs
developed from EG3C7SH, EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18 in
EtOH, we performed solution-phase thermal desorption tests
analogous to those detailed previously.28 We used ellipsometric
thickness measurements to determine the average amount of
adsorbate remaining after prolonged heating at either 70 or 90
°C in a large excess of the nonpolar solvent decahydronapthalene (decalin). Thickness measurements were acquired in 10
min intervals for 1 h. The resulting data were compiled in the
two plots displayed in Figure 8, which revealed substantial

Table 3. Amount of Fibrinogen Adsorption (%) on SAMs
Derived from the Monothiol Adsorbates C18SH and
EG3C7SH at Room Temperature and Bidentate Dithiol
Adsorbates EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18 at Room
Temperature (23 °C) and an Elevated Temperature (50 °C)
Using Several Solvents
EG3C7−C7
EtOH
DMF
THF

EG3C7−C18

C18SH

EG3C7SH

23 °C

50 °C

23 °C

50 °C

100a
--b
--

0
0
0

77
67
65

77
64
65

68
64
67

67
68
68

All data were normalized to the amount of ﬁbrinogen adsorption on
the C18SH ﬁlm. bThe C18SH SAM was only prepared at room
temperature using ethanol as the equilibrating solvent.
a

normalized to the amount of ﬁbrinogen adsorption on the ﬁlm
formed from C18SH, which was considered to have no ability
to resist the adsorption of protein (100% adsorption). The
EG3C7SH SAM with the helical conformation of the terminal
OEG chains, as probed by IR, showed an excellent ability to
suppress protein adhesion on the surface, a result that is
consistent with work done by Whitesides and co-workers,13,17
who found that the OEG-terminated alkanethiol SAM on gold
with the helical form of the OEG units was protein resistant,
whereas the all-trans planar form of OEG components of this
ﬁlm on silver adsorbed protein.
The mechanisms involved in the inhibition of protein
adsorption on PEG surfaces are not completely understood;
nevertheless, the phenomenon can be rationalized through
previous theoretical studies. It has been proposed that the
approach of protein molecules to the surface initiates the
compression of PEG chains, which reduces the degree of
conformational freedom on the interface and thus leads to an
entropic repulsion between the surface and the macromolecules
(i.e., a steric repulsion eﬀect).2,57 On the other hand, Szleifer
proposed that a dense PEG monolayer can block contact
between protein and the hydrophobic substrate better than a
ﬂexible PEG monolayer.58 Furthermore, the presence of a

Figure 8. Solution-phase thermal desorption proﬁles of the indicated
SAMs in decalin at (A) 70 °C and (B) 90 °C.

diﬀerences in thermal stability between the two dithiolate ﬁlms.
Under conditions in which a low level of heat was applied (70
°C, Figure 8A), ∼80% of the EG3C7−C18 and ∼60% of the
EG3C7−C7 adsorbates remained on the surface after 60 min,
but less than 40% of the EG3C7SH SAM remained under the
same conditions. At a slightly higher temperature (90 °C,
Figure 8B), ∼70% of the EG3C7−C18 adsorbates remained on
the surface after 60 min. Under the same conditions, the
fraction of the EG3C7−C7 adsorbates remaining on the
surface (∼50%) was substantially less than that of the EG3C7−
C18 SAM. However, the EG3C7−C18 and EG3C7−C7 ﬁlms
still proved to be markedly more stable than the EG3C7SH
ﬁlm at the higher temperature (90 °C). These results can be
interpreted to indicate that the bidentate nature of the
spiroalkanedithiol headgroup plays an important role in
enhancing thermal stability. The greater stability of SAMs
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Comparisons to oﬀsetting mixed SAMs formed from
monothiol pairs of analogous chain compositions to the two
halves of the dithiol structures produced SAMs which both
aligned with (i.e., the SAM formed from the EG3C7SH/C7SH
pair compared to the EG3C7−C7 SAM) and diverged from
(i.e., the SAM formed from the EG3C7SH/C18SH pair
compared to the EG3C7−C18 SAM) the characteristics of our
new spiroalkanedithiolate SAMs. In particular, the C7 ﬁlms
yielded almost identical characterization data, revealing the
favorable ﬁlm formation dynamics for the pair of adsorbates
where both structures allow the alkyl chain segments to
assemble under the overlying OEG termini. For the C18 ﬁlms,
the diﬀerences in the collected data pointed to the failure of the
EG3C7SH component of the mixed ﬁlm to surface adsorb and
contribute, to any measurable extent, to the characteristics of
the resulting SAM. This aspect of our study reveals that there
are some mixed-SAM compositions that are only accessible
through the intimate blending of the phase-incompatible
components within a single adsorbate structure. A thermal
stability study conducted in a nonpolar solvent revealed that the
organic thin-ﬁlms derived from EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18
are markedly more stable than those derived from EG3C7−C7
when heated to both 70 and 90 °C. These OEG-terminated
adsorbates also possess four features commonly found in
surfaces that resist the adsorption and adhesion of proteins
(and other biological species): (1) high polarity, (2) the
absence of hydrogen-bond donors, (3) the presence of
hydrogen-bond acceptors, and (4) a charge-neutral contact
surface.58 In our brief study of protein adsorption, the mixed
SAMs formed from an intimate combination of hydrocarbon
and OEG-components showed a greater ability to resist the
adsorption of ﬁbrinogen on their surfaces when compared to
the C18SH ﬁlm, but not better than the EG3C7SH ﬁlms. From
the data, we conclude that it is likely that the presence of the
hydrophobic alkyl chain led to the observed reduction in
protein resistance for the EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18
SAMS.

stable water layer bound at the protein/SAM interface has also
been proposed to exert a strong inﬂuence on protein resistance
by preventing direct interaction between the surface and the
protein and/or introducing a greater steric repulsion eﬀect as
the protein approaches the surface; it is also important to note
that the OEG moieties are strongly solvated by water, which
conveys a substantial enthalpic cost when the protein displaces
bound water, and a consequent reduction in the thermodynamic driving for adsorption.17,59,60 The latter can be related to
the molecular conformation of OEG moieties on the surface,
where the helical structure easily accommodates water
molecules (due to the strong dipole moment of water) while
the denser all-trans conformation prevents water from
penetrating the ﬁlm and forming strong interactions within
the ﬁlm.40 Consequently, the helical OEG-terminated SAM can
resist protein adsorption better than the OEG-terminated SAM
with the trans-extended planar conformation.17,40 In the case of
the SAMs derived from the double-chained dithiolates,
EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18, the ability to resist protein
adsorption was comparable for all SAMs examined despite
diﬀerences in adsorbate structures and the conditions used to
prepare the samples. In addition, the double-chained OEGfunctionalized SAMs showed no great ability to resist protein
adsorption. This phenomenon might be attributed to the
presence of alkyl chains at the interface, which (i) reduce the
binding of interfacial water within the ﬁlm leading to greater
interactions between the proteins and the surfaces and/or (ii)
the alkyl chains directly contacting the protein molecules.
Nevertheless, the measured contact angles of water showed no
correlation with these possible explanations, which likely
eliminates the surface energy of our SAM interfaces as the
root cause for the observed protein adhesion to the bidentate
SAMs. Nevertheless, the combination of an increased presence
of hydrophobic chains, along with a reduced ordering for the
hydrophilic chains, reduces the intermolecular strength of the
network of adsorbed water. These circumstances therefore
would allow improved access and adhesion by proteins to the
SAM interfacea possible rationalization for our results that
aligns with that previously proposed by Harder et al.17
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CONCLUSIONS
The unsymmetrical oligo(ethylene glycol) spiroalkanedithiol
adsorbates, EG3C7−C7 and EG3C7−C18, were synthesized
and used to generate SAMs on gold under varying conditions
(equilibrating solvents and temperatures). These SAMs were
characterized using ellipsometry, contact angle goniometry,
surface IR spectroscopy, and XPS, with the resulting data being
compared with the SAMs formed from the normal alkanethiol
(C18SH) and OEG-terminated alkanethiol (EG3C7SH)
analogues. We believe that the low ﬁlm thicknesses of the
double-chained dithiolate SAMs arise from the presence of the
additional hydrocarbon chain in combination with the phaseincompatible OEG moiety, which contributes to disorder in the
ﬁlms and/or an increase in chain tilt. The comparable
wettabilities of the EG3C7SH and EG3C7−C7 SAMs indicate
the exposure of the OEG moieties at both interfaces, whereas
the less wettable (i.e., less hydrophilic) EG3C7−C18 SAM
corresponds to the exposure of hydrocarbon units at the
interface. XPS data conﬁrmed the formation of these new
OEG-terminated dithiolate SAMs having less densely packed
structures owing to the relatively large molecular cross sections
for the OEG moieties and the double-chained nature of the
adsorbates.
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